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To study light in all its phases: what it is and where it comes from; how light behaves; how it can be split

into parts; how light registers in human vision, in color phenomena; how light can be applied and used . . .
These words graced a publicity booklet, printed in color with the aid of a new Eastman

Kodak process, advertising The Institute of Optics as it entered its second decade. As we
celebrate the seventy-fifth anniversary, those of us preparing students for optics in the
twenty-first century still identify with this broad mission. Indeed, while we have always had
a multifaceted mission—research, graduate teaching, and undergraduate teaching—we on the
faculty are reminded that the Institute was first founded to train undergraduates in optical
science and engineering.

The balance of the fundamental and the applied was present from the beginning of
the optics curriculum. The 1929–30 announcement of the undergraduate optics program
described three distinct tracks of study—industrial applications of optics, the design and con-
struction of optical instruments, and optometry. The first optics students were expected to
take five to six courses per semester, including requirements in rhetoric, German, or French
(a history alternative was available for the language-challenged), mechanical drawing and
shop, and psychology. Two years’ study in both mathematics and physics rounded out the
core requirements.

Consistent with curricula of the time, students took no optics courses until they had
successfully completed two years of the general curriculum—after that, the curriculum was
saturated with studies in optics or related areas of physics. The significant European her-
itage in both optics and physics encouraged most students to take one or more courses
aimed at reading the German or French literature in optics.

As is the case today, the optics courses of 1929 reflected a balance between the fun-
damental concepts (geometrical optics, physical optics, and radiometry) and the important
technological themes and applications of the late 1920s (photography, optical fabrica-
tion, optical design, and physiological optics). The Institute made extensive use of local
experts, including elective courses in such areas as microscopy, refractometry, pyrometry,
and military fire control instruments.

A glance through the history of the Institute shows that advances in science and tech-
nology, along with the associated changes in faculty specialty, significantly modified the
applied components of the curriculum. In turn, the advances in optical physics expanded
and modified the fundamental components of the curriculum. A student entering our optics
program in 2004 is expected to study geometrical optics, scalar wave optics, electromag-
netic theory and vector-waves, quantum optics, laser systems, and optoelectronics.
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The Changing Face of 
Undergraduate Education

While the broad educational mission remains largely the same as seventy-five years ago,
both the student population and the technology with which they are educated have
changed dramatically. The early student population had only the occasional female mem-
ber—a fraction that remained low until the last twenty-five years. Recent classes have con-
sisted of 20 to 25 percent women and, more importantly, have seen dramatic increases in
leadership spots occupied by women. While much of this can be attributed to overall soci-
etal trends, the increased number, and involvement, of role models among the women
alumni and the supportive departmental environment have combined to provide an excel-
lent learning environment for women.

The laboratory experience has remained a central component of our undergraduate
education. As these experiments are upgraded and replaced with newer technology, the stu-
dents are able to carry out scientific and engineering activities that only a few decades ago
belonged to the world of Nobel laureates and multibillion-dollar research programs. Students
assemble the components of a mode-locked fiber laser and study its behavior. Others assist
in a demonstration of scanning probe microscopy, observing single atoms of carbon on a
graphite surface. A recent participant in our summer research experience for undergradu-
ates (REU) studied single photon sources for quantum communication, while another
employed state-of-the art computers to precisely control optical finishing. In short, the
opportunity which increasingly sophisticated technology brings to the teaching and under-
graduate research laboratories is unprecedented.

The Optics Pipeline

The undergraduate population at The Institute of Optics has always been a barometer of
the national supply and demand. Throughout much of our history, demand for well-trained
optical engineers has outstripped supply. The archives of the Institute contain letters and
articles emphasizing this national need. In the 1940s, optics was critical to wartime tech-
nologies. In the 1950s, it was the increasing need in optical materials, metrology, and the
photography industry. The 1960s brought the laser, the photocopier, and the first serious
implementations of computer-aided design.

Despite perennial demand, the optics student population has gone through cycles not
unlike (and sometimes correlated with) business cycles. From a low population of six grad-
uates in 1976, the program exploded to a peak of ninety-seven in 1987, and is currently
at a relatively steady twenty-five to thirty graduates per year. (During the same period,
the number of faculty in the Institute has remained between twelve and fifteen full-time
equivalents.) During this time, most undergraduate optics majors discovered optics after
coming to the campus, usually enrolling in the introductory freshman course after being
introduced to the major by other undergraduate students. The small number who came
to campus intending to major in optics usually had some family connection with the optics
industry.
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One cannot overestimate the significance of family influence on technical career
choice. The academy award-winning movie of the late 1960s featured a young Dustin
Hoffman mulling over career options. The most familiar clip in that movie shows an older
relative repeating one word, “plastics,” to the recent graduate. In my annual talk given to
parents of entering freshmen, I emphasize this by showing the clip with the word “optics”
dubbed in as the modern equivalent. The message is simple: Parents and friends want the
best for young people, and if optics is perceived as a good home for the best and the bright-
est, we have solved the pipeline problem.

However, most alumni (graduate or undergraduate) of The Institute of Optics can
identify with the following scene. You have just encountered Aunt Mabel at a family wed-
ding, she asks you about your latest activities, and you respond that you are an optical engi-
neer at Corning Tropel Corp. While the conversation may well drift toward the latest
designs in dishware, you will inevitably be asked to check her bifocals. This stereotype
became so prevalent that, by the early 1990s, alumnus Robert Modavis (B.S., M.S., Ph.D.)
had designed a new logo for the Institute—a pair of spectacles surrounded by the universal
verboten symbol. No ophthalmics here, if you please. (It was, ironically, only a few years later
that a team of researchers from the Institute and the Center for Visual Science began a
revolution in ophthalmics through the use of adaptive optics.)
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Tom Stone and Sue Horbatuck in the Optics Teaching Lab,

1977.
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The reality is this: Throughout most of our history, and despite the best efforts of faculty
and alumni to spread the word, optics has remained a “hidden” technology. The birth of the
movie industry focused much more on film than the sophisticated optics required for sharp,
color-corrected projection. The invention, and subsequent development, of the integrated
circuit chip focused much more on electrical engineering and computer science than on the
powerful optics required to print subwavelength features and then provide inline inspection.

It was not until the telecommunications “bubble” of the 1990s that the growth (and
subsequent collapse) of optics-related technologies came to the forefront of the public con-
sciousness. Now, despite the doldrums in the telecommunications sector, it seems everyone
wants to know more about optics.

Community Outreach: 
The Optics Road Show and the Optics Suitcase

The desire of the broader community to learn more about light could not come at a better
time for The Institute of Optics. Outreach efforts, in which faculty, undergraduates, and grad-
uate students work together to show the light to the wider community, is a rich part of the
Institute tradition. In the 1960s, Professor Parker Givens and colleagues launched the “Optics
Road Show,” a portable set of demonstrations of light-related phenomena that could be taken
to classrooms and museums. Over the years, experiments have been reorganized, redesigned,
and added to form an impressive array of optics lessons used both for on-campus groups (sci-
ence summer schools, etc.) and off-campus outreach activities to schools and museums.

It was Professor Ian Walmsley who, in the early 1990s, spearheaded an effort to revive
the road show, including such things as optical fiber communications, elementary princi-
ples of lasers, and spectroscopy. The local undergraduate student chapter of the Optical
Society took this effort and, with the further help of faculty and graduate students, began
taking the show to elementary schools throughout the Rochester region. In the years since,
the show has appeared at summer camps, made annual appearances in the science
museum, and been incorporated into enrichment programs in several local elementary
schools. The road show also formed a basis for several on-campus summer programs: The
various University summer science camps, some emphasizing outreach to underrepresented
groups, have regularly featured optics.

In a parallel effort, Professor Steve Jacobs has, with the close participation of
undergraduates, introduced the “Optics Suitcase” to classrooms in Rochester and across the
country. It features lessons in optical materials and basic optical elements, and incorporates
activities that tie concepts of optical energy together with mechanical and electrical energy.
If the road show has had a local impact, the optics suitcase has had a national impact.

A Twenty-f irst Century Challenge

While modern technology is indeed revolutionizing undergraduate education, the twenty-
first century also brings unprecedented challenges. Students have never before had such
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sophisticated technological toys at their disposal—the same technology that revolutionizes
instruction also presents enormous distractions to learning. For example, the wired class-
room not only provides unprecedented instructional tools, it lets students instant-message,
web surf, and carry out all manner of other activities during a time intended for learning.
The educational challenge of the twenty-first century is this: How do we, as faculty
and alumni, construct a learning environment which makes us master and not slave to
technology?

We have found that an undergraduate student’s willingness to shed these distractions and
focus on learning can be significantly enhanced by interaction with the professional commu-
nity of optical engineers and scientists. Such interactions are often centered on summer
employment or internships at optics companies and research experiences in which students rub
shoulders with senior engineers and scientists. They can also be centered on outreach activi-
ties at science museums and schools. All such engagements instill a sense of pride in being part
of a community of optics professionals and an appetite for deeper knowledge.

This emphasis on gaining early exposure to the industrial arena is not a new one. For
many years, students have been encouraged to seek summer employment or internships with
optics professionals. The formation of the industrial associates of The Institute of Optics has
been instrumental in providing cooperative educational experiences for our students. What
is new is the ability of students, with the aid of our industrial associates and alumni data-
bases, to locate opportunities all over the country—indeed, all over the world. These students
return with a practical view of many of the tools of modern optical engineering and a
broader perspective on the fundamentals of the discipline.
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The REU Program allowed these undergraduates to join Optics research groups for the

summer of 2003.
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It truly takes a committed professional community to educate the next generation of
optical scientists. We are fortunate that The Institute of Optics has such a community
among its alumni, and can look forward to many more generations of excellent under-
graduate students in our future.

Thomas G. Brown is associate professor and chair of undergraduate studies.
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